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Abstract: In order to meet the needs of the objective evaluation of no-reference image, a
no-reference image quality measure is presented. The measure is based on edge analysis
and is suitable for images with noise. Taking properties of the Human Visual System(HVS)
into account, we compute the probability of blur after getting the edge width and the local
contrasts. And at last the image quality probability can be got considering cumulative
probability of blur detection and the noise pollution degree. Experimental results show that
the metric has a wide application, good anti-noise ability, simple calculation, as well as in
high consistence with the subjective evaluation results.

1. Introduction
A With the widespread use of image information technology, the image which contains a lot of
valuable information is more and more valued as the source of visual information. In the process of
image acquisition and transmission, it is inevitable that images will be affected by noise, blur, the
loss of data and so on, resulting in a decrease of image quality. The image quality directly affects
the amount of information acquired and the subjective feelings of people. So, an automated and
objective no-reference image quality evaluation assessment is needed considering the errors caused
by subjective judgment and the time-consuming staff.
So far research on reference and semi-reference image quality evaluation has achieved good
results. And the non-reference evaluation which is most practical has gradually become the
researches emphasis in recent years. Some scholars have studied the image quality evaluation
method, and have achieved some results.
These algorithms are either based on edge analysis to evaluate the image blurriness as in
literature [1-4], or simply estimate the variance of the noise as in [7-10]. For images which contain
blur and noise in the same time, these motheds lack the ability to evaluate them. Considering the
situation, this paper proposes an evaluation method combining the edge analysis and image noise
level, which can be used more broadly.
2. The Improved Quality Probability Model
To evaluate the quality of an image with blur and noise, an improved probability model based on
the edge analysis is proposed by taking noise into account. In this section, the implementation
procedures of the algorithm are given in detail.
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2.1 Edge D
Detection and Edge Width
W
Meassurement.
The bettter the imagge is, the more
m
obviouus the edgess are, and th
he narrowerr the edge width
w
is. Soo
the edge w
width largelyy reflects th
he sharpnesss of an imaage. In geneeral, the diff
fference is used
u
to findd
the gradiennt, and thee gradient direction
d
iss obtained. Then the local extreemum can be find byy
searching along the two
t
ends of the gradieent directio
on. And thee distance bbetween thee two locall
extremum is the edgee width. Bu
ut to reducee the comp
putational co
omplexity aand ensure reasonablyy
accurate m
measurementts，only the approxim
mately verticcal edges are added to tthe calculattion, for thee
literature [[11] points out that in
ncorporatinng extra ho
orizontal meeasurementss do not im
mprove thee
performancce. And connsidering th
he measurem
ments of diiagonal edge gradients will conveersely resultt
in a decreaased perform
mance whicch is due too the largerr quantizatio
on width (√
gonal pixelss
√2) of diag
compared w
with horizoontal/verticaal direction. The edge width
w
w e is computeed as follow
ws:
∆∅

.

(1)

Where
annd
are local m
maximum an
nd local miinimum of the edge piixel , seee
Fig. 1. ∆∅
∅
denotees the anglle differencce between
n the gradieent ∅
tan
/
direction aand the verttical directtion, wheree
and
d
aree the imagee gradient co
omponents..
Although the denom
minator in Eq. 1 com
mpensates for
f angle difference,
d
large deviiations willl
us, only app
proximatelyy vertical ed
dges whichh
contribute to errors inn the meassurement prrocess. Thu
satisfy the conditions of ∆∅
∆∅
are consideered. Experriments shoow that low
w thresholdss
2° will decrease performance as tthere are no
o enough measurement
m
ts to be representative,,
∆∅
°
and largerr thresholdss ∆∅
15 also decreases performanc
p
e, due to the error propagation
p
n
affected byy imprecise measuremeents. The thrresholds ∆∅
8° can lead too a good perrformance.

Fig. 1. Paart of an imaage line. Th
he wide dottted lines ind
dicate the deetected edgees. The narrrow dotted
line reppresents the local maxim
ma
and local minimum
.
2.2 Cumullative Prob
bability Mo
odel of Blurr Detection.
The Jusst Noticeablle Difference (JNB) cconcept is proposed
p
in [5] based on the Hum
man Visuall
System (H
HVS). It defi
fines the min
nimum amoount of percceived blurrriness arounnd an edge by giving a
contrast. For a given contrast
c
c, a probability
ty of blurrin
ness can be calculated
c
aas follows:
1

.

(2))

Where w
e is
i the just noticeable
n
bblurred edgee width dep
pended on tthe local co
ontrast. Thee
parameter β is obtainned by using
g the least ssquares curv
ve fitting method
m
for ddifferent con
ntrasts c inn
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order to increase the consistency between Eq. 2 and the experimental results of the fuzzy
psychological perception. The experimental results in literature [6] find that the probability is more
accurate and credible when β has a median value of 3.6, and the JNB edge widths for different
contrasts can be modeled as:
w

e

5, c
3, c

50
.
51

(3)

An improved method of JNB is proposed in literature [9]. The method divides an image into
64x64 blocks. Then the blocks whose edge pixels are accounted for more than 0.2% of the total
number of pixels in the block are defined as edge blocks to be processed further. It is pointed out
that, at the JNB with, w e
w
e corresponds to a probability of blur detection p
63%. Thus, for a given edge pixel e , when p
P , it is considered that there is no
P
blur to be detected at that edge. With the increase of the blur degree of an image, the edges’ width
increases, which leads to a bigger value of w e and to a higher probability of blur detection.
Considering all of the edge blocks and the edges, the entire image’s sharpness probability is
modeled as a cumulative probability of blur detection (CPBD) as follows:
CPBD
Where

P p

∑

P

P p

.

is defined as the value of the probability distribution function at a given

(4)
.

2.3 Measurement of Noise Effects.
Noise, as one of the most common image degradation factors, is often produced in the process of
generation and propagation of an image. When evaluating the image quality with noise, people pay
more attention to the intensity of noise rather than it’s random characteristic，for it is the intensity of
noise that effects people’s subjective perception. The differences between the images before and
after denoising reflect the noise pollution degree. Thus, after using the total variation (TV)[10]
minimization method which can save the image details as much as possible to denoise, the signal
noise ratio(SNR) which denotes the ratio of the original image signal intensity and the intensity of
noise can be got :
SNR

10 ∙ log

∑
∑

∑

∑

,
,

,

.

(5)

Where
and
are the size of the image.
, denotes the denoised image and
,
denotes the original image with noise. Considering the randomness of the noise, the probability that
the detected edges are effected by the noise to reduce the quality of the image is 1/
1 , that
is, the ratio of the image quality to be reduced.
2.4 The Comprehensive Evaluation Probability Model.
There is a CPBD model which denotes the probability of edge sharpness of the whole image and
the ratio noise affects the quality of an image. Since the noise is random and independent of the
image signal or the edge sharpness, a new probability model can be obtained by putting them
together:
P

∙ CPBD.

(6)

Where P is the final quality evaluation value, that is, the probability of a high quality image.
And the higher the image quality is, the higher the value will be.
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3. Experiimental Reesults
In this section, expperimental results are provided to
o illustrate the perform
mance of th
he proposedd
no-referencce image quality
q
meassure. The pproposed metric
m
was tested
t
with images witth differentt
contents obbtained from
m the LIVE database[1 2].

Fig. 2. Test im
mages
As the bblurriness inncrease, the probabilityy of blur dettection is ex
xpected to inncrease, and
d the imagee
quality is reduced, leeading to a lower probbability sco
ore. Fig. 3(aa) shows thhe performaance of thee
proposed m
method for three group
ps images(F
Fig. 2) whiich are bein
ng Gauss bllurred in LIVE.
L
Sincee
there is no single imagge that is beeing Gauss bblurred with
h continuou
us interleaveed standard deviations,,
w
a circu
ular-symmeetric 2D Gaaussian kerrnel of stanndard deviaation σ
,
we blurredd images with
which rangges from 0 to 8 with
h the step ssize 0.2. Fiig. 3(b) sho
ows the reesult of evaaluating thee
generated iimages withh the propossed metric ffor the seriees of caps im
mages. The same two experiments
e
s
were carrieed out on alll the tested
d images, annd a similarr performan
nce was obsserved. From
m Fig. 3 (a))
and (b), itt can be foound that th
he proposeed metric iss behaving as expecteed. With th
he standardd
deviation iincrease, the probabilitty decrease rapidly. When
W
the staandard deviiation is abo
out 3.0, thee
score is allmost 0, forr almost all the edge widths are greater thaan the JNB
B width and
d the imagee
become baad.

(a)

(b)

d method tested on (a) bblurred
Fig. 3.. The perforrmance of thhe proposed
imagges in LIVE
E and (b) caaps image bllurred with different σ
.
To evaluuate imagess with noisee, noise effeect is added into the asssessment moodel. The performancee
of the propposed methood about no
oise was tessted againstt other threee metrics: D
DMOS, PSN
NR, CPBD..
The result is shown inn Fig. 4. Th
he Differencce Mean Op
pinion Score (DMOS) denotes thee differencee
of the subj
bjective valuue between
n the originnal image and
a the disttorted imagge. And thee larger thee
DMOS is, the worse thhe image qu
uality is.
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Table 1. standard deeviation siggma of whitee noise and correspondding score
sigma 0.0000 0.0
019531 0..035156 0.140625 0.234375
0
11.1996094
DMOS 0.000 24
4.376
333.502
47.815
53.846
5
557.678
PSNR +∞
8.9170 333.9107 22.2460 18.3455
1
110.0190
38
CPBD 0.8446 0.8
8135
0..8362
0.8641
0.9053
0
00.9249
Our
0.8224 0.7
7568
0..6472
0.3964
0.2316
0
00.0487
The Tabble 1 showss that the CPBD methood is only based
b
on thee edge width
th to give a probabilityy
of blur, whhich is lackk of the abillity to evaluuate the noise level in the image.. Due to thee impact off
noise on thhe edge deteection and calculation
c
oof the edge width, when
n the imagee is polluted
d heavily byy
noise, the CPBD metthod even completely
c
lost the refference. Butt the propoosed method
d takes intoo
account thee noise effeect resulting
g that when tthe image is polluted heavily
h
by nnoise, the raatio of noisee
effect incrreases and dominates and correccts the finaal score making it poossible thatt the resultt
obtained iss consistentt with the subjective
s
eevaluation of
o HVS to accurately
a
eevaluate thee quality off
the image w
with noise.

Fig. 4. T
The perform
mance of CP
PBD and prroposed mettric on diffeerent types oof image disstortion.
At last, we test the performancce of the prroposed metthod on otheer types of iimage disto
ortion. Withh
e
type off distortion, 30 images are selected
d from all thhe five disto
ortion typess
six images picked in each
D
distriibution is reelatively wide and unifform. Using
g the CPBD
D
to form a sset of imagees whose DMOS
and propossed metric to
t evaluate these
t
imagees, the resullt shows in Fig.
F 4. Throough the exp
periment, itt
can be fouund that the proposed
d method haas a more accurate ev
valuation ab
ability for all
a kinds off
distorted im
mages in LIIVE. Compaaring with C
CPBD, it is closer to th
he subjectivve perceptio
on and has a
lower volaatility.
4. Conclu
usions
Image qquality affeccts the acqu
uisition of innformation,, thus, a gen
neral and acccurate metthod for thee
objective eevaluation of
o no refereence imagee is deeply needed. In this paper,, the propossed methodd
improves tthe CPBD model
m
by taaking into acccount the influence
i
off noise. Thee test results show thatt
the propossed algorithm is close to the subjeective perceeption of th
he quality oof all kinds of images,,
and it is poossessed of stronger app
plicability aand generality.
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